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City stickers required for student motorists
By JOHN F. LUTH
The Rolla City Council
recently passed an ordinance which goes Into
effect on June 1, 1981, which
requires all people who own
and operate their cars In
Rolla and live In the City of
Rolla, to pay for city
automobile tax stickers.
This law will apply to Intown students next fall and
will reportedly be enforced.
City stickers cost $3.50 for
automobiles and trucks and
$2.00 for motorcycles. After
July 1 the stickers are

prorated at half cost for new
residents. Proof of ownership must be -given at the
time of sticker purchase.
Ordinance 20-69 of the
Roila City Code requires all
permanent residents to have
_-stickers on their autos_ The
ordinance In questi!)n refers
to non-permanent residents
who live In Rolla for extended periods of time, such
as a school term.
For many years. Ordinances 20-70 and 20-71 of
the Rolla City Code Included
the following four points:
- All UMR students who

live with their parents In
Rolla and own and operate
their cars In Rolla are
required
to
pay
for
automobile tax stickers.
All married UMR
students who live In Rolla
and
are auto owneroperators must pay for
automobile tax stickers.
Unmarried
UMR
students are exempt from
this ordinance.
- All UMR students who
live In Rolla and are auto
owner-<lperators must pay
for automobile tax stickers.
According
to
Rolla's

Mayor Lou McFarland, the
twelve elected members of
the City Council felt that It
was "unfair" to exclude
unmarried students from the
tax. On March 2 of this year
the Council repealed the first
three points of Ordinance 2070 and 20-71 mentioned
above. This action left -the
following:
"Every
student
duly
enrolled In the University of
MiSsouri at Rolla who shall
have paid a city automobile
license tax for any current
year in another municipality
shall not be requIred to pay
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Summer school:

New 6-week session available
SOURCE:OPI
No matter what your
schedule or interests happen
to be, the University of
Missouri-Rolla
has
something to offer you in its
1981.
summer
school
program.

o
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"The
1981
summer
program was designed to
serve a diverse student
body," said UMR Registrar
Paul
Ponder.
"Consequently,
there
are
graduate and undergraduate
courses; . four-, six- and
eight-week sessions; and
courses In engineering, the
sciences, the humanities and
the social sciences."
summer
The
UMR
program will begin on May
18 with a six-week session
that ends June 26. That will
be foilowed by two four-week
sessions which will cover
June 2 to June 26 and June 29
to July 25 and an eight-week
session that will run from
June 2 to July 25. The
program will conclude with
a second six-week session
that will start June 29 and
end Aug. 14.
Preregistration for the
summer session will be from
April Zl to May 1 and regular
registration will take place
on June 1. Students may
register for the first sixweek session on the first day
of class in the Reigstrar's
Office, 103 Parker Hall.
"The six-week sessions
are new this year," Ponder
said, "and together with the
four-week sessions, which
we introduced last year, and
the traditional eight-week

term, they will allow us to
offer students arid faculty
alike Increased flexibillty
and
educational
opportunities.
"For instance," he continued, "the early session
(May 18-June 26) will allow
us to accommodate those
students who need a course
or
two
to
maintain
satisfactory progress, while
the final session (June ~
Aug. 14) will permit us to
meet the needs of new freshmen and transfer students
who have learned during
orientation In June that they
would benefit by taking a
summer course prior to fulltime study."
(Courses which will be
offered on a six-week basis
are:
Economics
215,
Quantitative
Economic
Analysis;
English
210,
Seminar; HiStory 307, The
Making of Modern Russia;
and Speech and Media
Studies 101, Mass Media and
Society.)
Summer students at UMR
also will be able to choose
courses from a long and
varied list of offerings_ ApprOximately 20 percent more
courses will be offered this
year than last, and the
subjects they will cover
include : various branches of
engineering, art, music,
E nglish, history, physics,
chemistry,
computer
science,
mathematics,
economics, life SCiences,
anthropology. and political
science.
"There's something for
just
about
everyone,"
Ponder said .

Students enrolled in fourweek sessions are limited to
three credit hours per
session and those enrolled in
the eight-week session are
limited to a total of eight or
nine credit hours, depending
on the courses - taken.
Students may take elght-,

six- and four-week courses in
combination but are limited
to 10 credit hours total for
the summer.
For further information,
please write or call-: Admissions Office, 102 Parker
Hall, UMR, Rolla, Mo. 65401,
Phone: 314-341-4164.

Pictured above is one of Up With People's
international performing groups at the Great
Wall while on a recent tour in the People' s
Republic of China. A similar group will be

to the city a city automobile
license tax on any motor
vehicle owned by such
student and operated by
such student upon the streets
of the city. "
Thus, If you are a UMR
student, live In Rolla, own
and operate your car In
Rolla, and haven't already
paid for an auto sticker

somewbere else, you are
requIred to buy one In Rolla.
This law, however, Is not
enforced because, according
to Mayor Lou McFarland,
the City Council thought the
ordinance didn't sound right
since It mentioned UMR
students exclusively.

See ROLLA
Page 8

Renick honored by
Independent Council
SUbmitted By
The Independents Council

Tom Renick has been
chosen Independent of the
Year for 198(}.81 by the Independent Council.
Tom served as President
of
the
Independents
Weekend
Commitlee
through 1979 and 1980. When
he took office, IWC was In a
financial turmQil. Not only
was the orgaruzatlon in -debt,
many
" current"
but
members of the commitlee
had graduated. Tom was
forced to cancel the 1!I7!I-M
Independents Weekend and
still try to overcome the
debt. Through hard and
presistent effort, he was able
to persuade the Independent
organizations to donate
enough funds to completely
eliminate the debt. Last
fall's
Independents
Weekend, which received
very little funding, was a
great success with good
partiCipation in all of the
events and in general, a
better feeling from the

organizations towards the
Weekend.
Tom Renick was also
instrumental
in
the
development of the Independents Council, and is a
member of the Board of
Control at Campus Club.
The
voting
for
Independent of the Year was
extremely close, and the
Independents Council would
also like to recognize the
accompllshments of_ Larry
Williams, who has served as
president of RHA and viceinpresident
of
the
dependents Council this
year. Larry's work will be
appreciated by RHA and the
entire Independent community for years to come.
The· Inctependents Council
is _sponsoring a party on
Friday, March Zl, beginning
at 9:00 P.m . at Tech-Engine
Club where the Council will
honor the Independent of the
Year. Everyone Is invited to
party with Tom Renlck,
Larry Williams and the
Independents CouncIl.

performing at 8:00 p.m. on March 28 in the Gale
Bullman Multi-Purpose Building. Tickets are
now available at many places in Rolla. All
proceeds go to the Rolla Cerebral Palsy School.
(Photo courtesy of Up With People)
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THURSDAY
TONIGIlT'SMOVIE
'I11e Great FIlm SerIes presents "WR: Mysteries of an OrganIsm"
at 7: 30 p.m . in the ME Audltol1um. Admtsslon $2 at the door or season
ticket.
CLIMBING CLUB
The climbing season ts upon us I Interested? 'I11e MSM ClImbing
Club meets every Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in Room 305 Norwood HaJJ.
Everyone welcome.
SHPE

The Society of HIspanic Professional Engineers will hold a meeting
tonlght at 7:00 p.m. in the Ozark Room in the Unlverslty Center-West
building. Everyone Is invited to attend.
UMR TARGETPISl'OL CLUB
'I11e UMR Target PIstol Club will meet from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. on
Tuesday and 'ThurSday evenJngs. Meetings will be In the ROTC range,
T-2 (behind the Library) . PIstols are provided and ammunition Is
available for purchase. All students, faculty and staff are welcome.
Come join up and enjoy target sbootIng for practice and In competlton.

HKN
Eta Kappa Nu (HKN) will hold their fifth meeting of the semester
on 'Thursday, March 26th at 6:30 p.m. in Room I05EE. All members
are encouraged to attend. Refreslunents will be served following the
meeting.
MATH BELP SESSIONS

KME math belp sessions are beld every Monday and 'Thursdav
from 6:30 to 8:00 p.m. In room 209 M~. U you have questions about
math 4, 6, S, 21, or 22, this help Is aVallable.

PISl'OL CLUB
'I11e UMR Target PIstol Club Is plannlng to hold a pistol match on
March 27 and 28, 1981. Tropbles will be awarded after the match at an
awards ceremony given by the loosers of the food and distributors
leagues. Any student teams (four members each) wIsbing to participate are asked to contact Bill Bleckman at 364-1294 (after 1: 00
p.m.) or Ed Robold at 341-4616 (8:00.3:00) &boot detalla. 'I11e teams
need to be registered by March 13, 1981. 'I11e fee Is $3.00 per person for
student team members and should be paid In advance wOOn
registering.
PRE-CHlCKI-B PARTY
There will be a Pre-Chlcki-B Party at Lambda ChI Alpha Fraternlty
on FrIday, March 27, from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. ThIs will serve as a

"Get Psyched" occasion for Lambda Chi's 19th annual Chlcken
Benefit Dinner on Sunday, March 29, from 11 :00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Tickets for Chlcki-B can be purchased from any Lambda ChI at the
party for $3.00. So come on over and get psyched for Chlcki-B with
Lambda ChI.

INDEPENDENTS COUNCIL
On FrIday, March ll7tb, the Independenta CouncU Is sponsoring a
party In bonor of the Independent of the Year, beginning at 9:00 p.m.
at Tecb-EngIne Club. Presentation will be made at 10:00 p.m.
Everyone Is invited.

VETS CLUB
When: March 27, 1981 (FrIday) atSp.m.
Wbat: Dance/live band/free beverages.
Place: VFW Hall (Hwy. 63 1\2-2 mlles south of Lions Club Park.)
PI1ce: $1.50
Purpose : Fund raiser
For: All UMR students
.
Sponsored by': Vet's Club of UMR

Missouri Miner

The MIsaourI MIner Is the offlctal publication of the students of
the Unlverslty of MIsaourI at Rolla. It Is publlsbed weekly at
Rolla, MIsaourI. 'I11e MIsaourI MIner features activities of the
students and faculty of UMR.
Editor
Marilyn Kolbet
364-8441
Business Manager
Daryl Seck
364-9792
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Chris Ransom
341·2811!
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Curtis Adams
341·4809
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Cynthia Monds
364-8989
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364-9792
-News Staff: Chris Noonan, Ken Hardy. Barbara Yaeger
IDanny Gruenlnger, John Luth, Kevin Farrell, Roger Rakers
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Mary Ford
364-5290
Features Staff: Bob Koenig, Dave Williams. Laura Bender. AI
Oakes, Jackie Griggs, Tom Laventure.
Sports Editor
John Daniel
341-281 0
Sports Staff: Marc Schrank, Dave Jones, Dan Brown, Kevin
Lyons, Doug Mosley, Dave Roberts.
Photo Editor
Dave Caswell
341·2495
PhotograpOOrs: Rick Bee, Eric Gieseke, Doug Meyer, Dave
Stanfield.
Subscriptions are available~ to the general readership at a
rate of $6 per semester. Articles and photos for publication
in the Miner must be In by 9:00 p.m. on Monday before
printing on Thursday.
THE MISSOURI MINER
T-l,341-4235
Unlversity of MIssoul1-Rolla
Rolla, MO 65401

WEDNESDAY
WESLEY
The Wesley Foundation presents a concert by muslc;lan Mark
Lehnhoff from Columbla ~ at 6:00 Wednesday eveDing. Everyone Is
invited. Wesley Is located across the street from the Rolla post office.
ASCE

On Wednesday, April I, at 7:00 p.m. in room 114 of the Civil
Engineering Building, the UMR Student Chapter of the American
Society of Civil Engineers will have a meeting. 'I11ere will be a guest
speaker. Refreshments will be served and memberships av811able. A
door prize will be given away and everyone Is invited to attend.

IEEE

SATURDAY
PORCH PARTY

Too Sigma Nu Little Sisters will sponsor a pOrch party on Saturday,
March 28 from 8:30-1:00. Be there, aloha!

TKE DAYTONA BEACH PARTY
Tau Kappa EpsIlon will be sponsoring a Daytona Beach Party on
Saturday, March 28, beginning at 8:00 p.m. Everyone who wears a
Daytona Beach T-shirt will be admitted for only :!St, with all proceeds
going to chal1ty. So come on by the TKE bouse and get psyched for
spring break.
UMRPARACHUTE CLUB
Jumping every Saturday and Sunday at the Cuba airport. FIrst
jump instructions begin each weekend morning at 9:00 a.m. Any interested persons arewelcome.
TAU BETA PI WORK CREWS

FRIDAY

.
CO-OP CLUB
'I11ere will be a meeting of the UMR Cooperative Education
Association at 7: 30 p.m. in Room 117 of the ME Building. A rue system
of companies IS being organized and~lnput Is needed from all CO-OPs
on campus. A spring barbeque Is being planned and new members are
welcome.

'I11e UMR chapter of Tau Beta PI, the national engineering bonor
society will bold a workday on Saturday, March 28 from 8:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.~. 'I11e day's activities are to raise money for the chapter's
freshman scholarship fund.
On March 28, work crews will be available to anyone for whatever
job they want done, at wbatever pl1ce they wish to pay. ThIs Is a
golden opportunity to put an end to those odd jobs you never seem to
get around to.
To secure a work crew before March 28, call Bill Orlandi at 364-8202
or Renee RIGSBY-BUSIEK at 341-3698. On March 28, dial 341-4552. All
participation will be welcomed and appreciated.

SUNDAY
CHICKEN BENEFlTDINNER
Lambda qli Alpha fraternlty will hold their 19th annual Chicken
Benefit Dinner on Sunday, March 29, from 11 :00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Tickets may be purchased from any Lambda Chi for $3.00. The menu
will include Y.-cbicken, potato salad, green beans, JelIo, hot rolls, and
milk, iced tea or coffee.
ABS

On March 29, the Association for Black Students presents" A Gospel
Concert," featuring The Black Voices/ Gospel Choir making their
debut performance. Also performing will be Revelations from St.
Louis. 3 p.m. in Centennlal Hall. Free!

TUESDAY
ASCE SEMINAR
On Tuesday, March 31, at 1:30 p.m. In Room 114 <>f the BuUerCarlton Civil Engineering Building, Mr. Chris Berry will give a
seminar on "Retro-fitting a Conventional House for Solar Energy."
This is a public service of the UMR student chapter of ASCE.

BETA CHI SIGMA
Beta Chi Sigma will have a meeting on Tuesday, March 31, at 6:30
p.m. ill room 201 in the Old Student Unlon Building <Unlversity Center
West).

'I11e IEEE will hold its next meeting this Wednesday, April 1st at
7:00 p.m. in EE 105. A representative from Hewlet! Packard will
make a presentation and demonstration on Color Graphics. AllIo at
the meeting, the outstanding Junior of the Year will be awarded an
HP-41C. Everyone Is invited, and refreshments will follow, so be
there.

APOSUPER WALK '81
APO Super Walk 'SI will be held on Saturday, AprIIl8tb. 'Ibe twenty
kilometer event will begin at 9:00 a .m. at the Multi-Purpose Building
and finish on Fraternity Row just in time for the opening of Greek
Week. Individual prizes will be awarded for top money raisers. A
trophy and a keg of Micbelob will be awarded to the organization that
raises tbe'lnost money. For information and sponsor forms, call Greg
Sedrlck at 364-11115 or Steve Brophy at 364-9792.

PREREGISTRATION DETAILS
PreregIstration for currently enrolled students who will be returnlng for the 1981 summer sessloo and/or the 1981 fall semester will
begto April 27 and end May 1.
Students should obtain their preregistration matertals and schedule
of classes from the Regislrar's Office starting April 23_ DetaIled Infonnatlon regarding preregistration will be found in the front section
of the fall scbedule of classes. Students who preregister will be given
an opportunity to pay fees pmr to regular rellistratlon.
NOTICE TO ALL JULY AND DECEMBER GRADUAn:sThe UMR Placement Office has scheduled an interview season
especially for July 1981 and December 1981 grads. ThIs period will be
from April 14 through May 8. i'io other graduates will be permitted to
interview during this special period.
We expect to have at least 100 employer firms come in for interviews at this time. As of February 12, 62 have reseryed interview
dates in this period and have requested a total of 124 interview
schedules.
If you are a July or December graduat,e you are weicome to sign for
job interviews during the regular spring season now under way.
However we hope you will take advantage of this special opportunity
in April and May. It will allow earlier employer contacts and more
time for plant visits and final negotiation with the right employers. It
will also save overcrowding on the interview schedules next fall.
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City COuncil action:

Proposed street sign ordinance
By JOHN F. LUTH

Stolen Rolla street signs - occa.sionally a concerned citizen will find a
group of such signs and turn them in to the police.
(Photo by Stanfield)
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Library services:

AIRS provides research aid
By JOHN F, LUTH

It

For anyone doing extensive research, the UMR
Library haS a computer~ded program called AIRS
(Automated
Information
Retrieval
Service).
A
printing computer terminal
in the Library is connected
via long-distance telephone
lines to a commercial
database called Dialog in
California. Dialog is sponsored by Lockheed. It is a
collection of 1Z7 indexes and
abstracts in several dif. ferent disciplines. Sciences,
engineering, social sciences,
humanities, business, and
economics are included.
A person using this system
would enter the keywords of
interest and the abstract he
wishes to survey into the
terminal. The computer
would then sort through
millions of citations and
return a specially prepared bibliography which
would be accurate and
comprehensive for the abstract surveyed.
The results can be printed
on the printing terminal in
the Library, but for lower
cost and practicality, "offline" printing is recom·mended.
Through
this
service the desired information is printed in
Callfornia at night, when the
computer is in low demand.
TIle results are then immediately malled to Rolla.
TIle AIRS can be very

.....__

costly, depending on the
subject, complexity, and
number of citations desired.
The cost to survey through
an abstract can range from
$15 to $300 per hour of
computer time. Off-line
prints range from five to
fifty cents per page printed.
Because of the speed only a
few minutes of actual
computer time are usually ·
required at a time, but the
cost adds up. Telephone and
mailing costs are added on
top of the basic fee.
Anyone doing research is
advised to use prtmarily the
printed indexes and abstracts. If his project is large
enough, a researcher can
use the AIRS. Library
Reference
Department
members are trained and
can help people decide the
most efficient method of

research.
If someone decides to use
the AIRS and they are
funded by a grant, department, or business, they are
charged the full cost of the
service plus a 15 percent
surcharge.
Any
UMR
student or faculty member
who is not funded can be
granted $100 by the Library
Developmellt Fund to help
defray the cost. The UMR
Library is one of the few
. libraries which offer such
financial support.
The AIRS program has
been in use at UMR for about
two years. It is now used
about once a day and its use
is increasing rapidly. If
anyone wants to know more,
they can contact Jean
Eisenman,
Assistant
Director of Public Services
at the Library.

May·o r McFarland
named co-chairman
By DOUG MOSLEY
Rolla Mayor Lou McFarland
was
named
honorary cOHChallTnan of
ticket sales for Lambda Chi
Alpha's 19th Annual Benefit
Chicken Dinner, which is
scheduled .to take place this
coming Sunday from 11:00
a.m. to 7:00 p.m. at the
Lambda Chi Alpha house at
1705 Pine Street. TIle menu
for this dinner is 'I.-chicken,
green beans, Jello, . potato

salad, hot rollS, and milk,
tea, or coffee. The cost will
be $3.00 for adults and $2.SO
for children. Tickets may be
obtained from any member
of Lambda Chi Alpha.
The proceeds from this
dinner will be donated to the
Rolla Cerebral Palsy Center
and Rolla State School #23,
(for retarded children) . Last
year,
these
two
organizations received over
$900 each from this fundraiser .

cost of replacement, and a
sentence of up to 90 days in
The Rolla City Council Is jail.
considering and is expected
ThIs law applies only to the
to pass an ordinance which signs which are "the type
makes, as with stealing and - erected by the City of
defacing, the possession of Rolla." The possession of
street signs an offense highway signs or signs which
punishable by law in the City are obviously from another
of Rolla.
city are excluded. Most
Presently, defacing street signs, however, such as stop
signs Is a misdemeanor or one way signs, are of
which is punishable by a fine standard design, and would
of up to $500 and a sentence fall under the jurisdiction of
of. up to 90 days in jail. this law.
Stealing a street sign or post
Within a few months all
Is larceny, which is also a
Rolla regulatory signs (stop,
misdemeanor, punishable by yield, speed limit, one way,
a minimum fine of $300 (and etc.) will be stamped with
a maximum of $5(0) with up bright yellow permanent
stickers which will read:
to 90 days in jail.
UP TO
The new ordinance under "WARNING consideration, which Is $500.00 FINE AND IM-·
FOR
expected to be passed at the PRISONMENT
Council's next regularly REMOVING OR TAMscheduled meeting on April PERING WITH THIS SIGN
- CITY OF ROLLA, MO."
6, includes, along with the
defacing and removal of Should a stop sign not have
this sticker, however, it
street signs, the following :
doesn't mean that it isn't
"No person may possess illegal to have this sign.
any sign, guideboard, mile
Engineer Hargis stated
post, signal or marker of the that the reduction of the
type erected by the City for problem of vanishing signs
the warning, instruction, or will hopefully prevent acinformation of the public cidents and reduce the
uniess he can. demonstrate possibility of the City being
that he obtained same in a sued for liability if an aclegal manner. Possession of cidentshouldoccur.
such a sign .. . creates a
Major Stan Weyrauch,
reputable presumption of Commander of the Rolla
illegal
possession
Police Department, also
'Possession' means the pointed out the seriousness
presence of such a sign ... on of removing street signs. He
premises owned or con- said that if a traffic sign is
trolled by the person, in- removed and an accident
cluding but not limited to a should occur because of the
rented apartment, rented absence of that sign,
room, or dormitory room .. . "
"whoever removed that sign
is culpably negligent for that
If passed on April 6, this
ordinance would go into accident. " When a signeffect on May 6, 1981. A ~ removal prank causes an
day "amnesty period" was accident, "you're talking
proposed by the Rolla City about life and death."
City
Attorney
Kerry
Engineering Department for
the return of any street signs Koboldt points out that as a
now in the possession of result of the removal of a
various indlviduals. ThIs traffic or regulatory sign,
department is anticipating "not only is the ilkellhood of
running an Amnesty Week a traffic accident increased,
during April or May in which but the expense to the·City in
individuals will be urged to replacing these signs has
return all signs withou ·
penalty to a locatio
designated by the City fo.
the
individual's
conTau Kappa Epsilon is
venience. Steve Hargis, the
Assistant City Engineer, again sponsoring its Annual
hopes that one such return Gas Raffle, now in its fifth
location will be somewhere year. 100 gallons of gas will
be given away, with 1st, 2nd
on the UMR campus.
and 3rd prizes being SO, 30,
Rolla Chief of Police Stan and 20 gallons, respectively.
Spadoni stated that this Chances are SO cents apiece
amnesty period has a two- or 3 for $1.00, and may be
fold purpose: "To give
everybody the opportunity to
return these signs that don't
belong to them ... given the
opportunity, also, to free
their gullty conscience ...
and not worry about it. ..
Chief Spadoni _ said that
" there will be no action
taken if these individuals
turn these signs in during the
amnesty period. "

become
tremendouS."
Engineer Hargis said that in
Rolla in 1980, 430 street signs
were vandalized or removed
, and had to be replaced. 43 of
these signs were stop and
yield signs which cost the
City a total of $2,ISO to
replace. A stop sign alone
costs $25 to buy from the
suppliers in Louisiana. Of
the City Traffic Department's
$52,000
annual
budget, Hargis estimated
that about fifteen to twenty thousand dollars are spent
on the cost and labor of
replacing signs.
To enforce this law, Chief
Spadoni said that if the
police "have probable cause
or reason to believe that an
individual Is storing signs in
or on their premises" or if a
street sign Is "in plain view"
from the outside, a warrant
will be sought so that the
individual will be cited and
the sign retrieved. Once
cited, the person would then
have to appear in court.
Judge Joanne Mayberry,
the municipal court judge
for the City of Rolla, says in
regard to the street sign
vandalism that " it's got to be
stopped or slowed down ...
Really, the safety of the
majority is what Is at stake
here. Although these are
pranks, this is the only case I
know of, defacing or
stealing, that can cause a
death." Although the Judge
says, "I'm not in enforcement, and I never intend to be," she does assess
large fines and sentences as
defined by law.
Recently a UMR student
from T.J. was caught in the
act of stealing a stop sign. He
pleaded gullty to the charge
of larceny and was fined
$312, which included $12
court cost. (Court cost Is now
-$14.) He was also sentenced
to five days in jail, three of
which were served in the
Phelps County Jail and two
of which were stayed indefinitely by the Judge.

TEKE raffles gas

After the amnesty period,
violation of this ordinance
will be punishable by a fine
of up to $500, including the

purchased from any TEKE
or TEKE Little Sister. The
drawing will be Friday
night, April 24, with all
proceeds going to Rolla area
charities. For additional
information, call John Kurz
at 364-8115 or Ed Folka at
364-2930.
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II SUBScripts I I~I
The Indoor Recreation
committee will be sponsoring three tournaments.
These tournaments are
Horseshoes,
Racquetball,
and spades. The sign up lists
are posted in 115 Program
Office. The brackets will be
posted on April 2 and play
begins on April 13.
Applications for officer's
or director's poSitions on the

Student Union Board are
now avaIlable in 204B of the
Rolla Building. Any student
that has been a member of
one of the Student Union
Board's
committees
is
eligible to apply. Officer
applications
should
be
turned in no later than April
l.
Director applications
should be in no later than
April 15.

C of E continued.•.
MAY GRADUATES
If you wlll be completing requirements for a degree at the end of the

spring semester, you should make application for that degree by
.going to the Registrar's Office at your earliest convenience. The
Registrar's Office will not be able to include you with other students
finished undergraduate and graduate degrees on May 17 unless you
make application with Lauren Peterson.

I!

A'ITENT10N GRADUATING STUDENTS

Commencement announcements are now available in the
Registrar's Office for all graduating students. These announcements
are provided by the University at no cost to students who will be
graduating on May 17,198!.

u.

co-op STUDENTS

Computer to be used in ET course$

r

..
,oj

By ROGER RAKERS
The UMR Engineering
Technology Department bas
expanded into the field of
computers. Around midterm this semester a new
grapbics computer with 14
terminals and 2 drawing
plotters was installed in
Room 213 of the Mining
Building.
The new graphics computer is tied into the UMR
computer system in the
Comp.-8c!. Building.
The new computer terminals can be used for
AD2000,
Supertab,
and
C.M.S. AD2000 is a computer
system used in graphical
design. Here it will be Incorporated into ET-I0 and
ET-25 classes. The Supertab
system will be used in a few
Engineering
Mechanics
courses. C.M.S. is a system
common to the UMR Comp.Sci. Department.
The new graphics system
is capable of doing anything
that can be done on a drafting table. '!be computer is
more accurate, faster, and
mucb easier to work with
once the programming is
learned.

At the present time the
programs in the new computer are still being
organized.
This semester ET teachers
are introducing the basics of
the
graphics computer
system to students currently
enrolled in ET-I0 and ET-25
classes. These students will
get about 10 bours of experience with the new
computer.
While giving students
instruction the ET teachers
are becoming more familiar
with the computers, and are
developing
teaching
methods for future classes.
At this time the ET department has no textbooks for
the computer classes but
does have a small packet at
each
terminal
which
describes 16 of the graphic
functions in the computer.
Textbooks will be found for
the upcoming courses.

The new computer is easier
to operate than most other
graphics computers at other
universities. This computer
system and similar systems
are popular in industry
today and graduates wbo are
familiar with them will be
more competitive in the job
market.
Room 213, in the Mining
Building, was remodeled
specifically to accommodate
the new computer. The
remodeling was staried last
summer and involved ad-

ding some walls in the room.
The floor of the room and the
halls around it have been
carpeted. The room bas new
paneling and large windows
facing the hallway.

A $5.00 CQ.9P registration fee Is required once you have
accepted a CO-OP position. ThIs fee is required by tbe University and
serves to finalize your CO-OP registration lor the current work
session. Work registration wlll begin April 'n, 1981 and last until the
end of the semester.

B

SUMMER FINANCIAL AID
To be eligible for summer financial aid you must complete a UMR
Summer Financial Aid Application and a 1981·82 ACT Family
Financial Statement. Both of these forms may be received at the
Student Financial Aid Office, 106 Parker Hall.

field Over
By Popular Demand!

The computer room will be
open to students who need
time outside of class to work
on their drafting problems.
These open bours will be
posted outside of Room 213.
A proctor will be on duty
during these hours to give
assistance to anyone who
needs It.

S

Creme de Menthe Sunda
Regular Size

Iii

62' plus tax
Void during happy hour

Pri

UMR

(or an

0000

There
three
many

Selling The Entire Line Of Ford And Lincoln Mercury Products
We are the originator of t!1e STUDENT PLAN. This plan enables a student before graduating to purchase a new vehicle and have small
monthy payments until you are on the job for one month. Call us for
details. Over 1000 cars ' sold from our dealership to graduating
students.
We also have daily, weekly or monthly rental cars.
Special finance plans designed for students. New and
Used cars specially priced for students. Get our price on
what ever you want. Shop if you want. We aim to
please.

The ET department plans
to offer Its first complete
graphiCS
courses
this
summer. These courses will
be ET-I0 and ET-25.

The new system here is the
oniy one of ' Its kind in
colleges across the nation.
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Contest Sponsored to
name candy counter

1

SOURCE: OPI

U.M.R. P.O.

Big stash at lost & found
By KEVIN FARRELL
you have lost any
property this semester don't
give up on it until you check
with the UMR Police Dept.
They have a huge collection
of lost and found articles at
If

the Police Station on State
Street.
The UMR P.D. has just
about everything a person
could lose on campus. They
have the usual: books,
clothing and keys, as well as
more valuable Items like

wallets, glasses, watches
and rings. For the really big
losers they have a few
calculators
and
even
bicycles.
To claim any ·of these
articles you must be able to
identify your property with a

Students can reserve
library study rooms
ByJOHNF. LUTH
Private study rooms in the
UMR Library are available
for anyone with a UMR I.D. ,
but are in high . demand
There are always at least
three and sometimes as
many as six such rooms
available for reservation.
Reservations for a room can
be made at ·the Check-oot
Desk. Anyone interested
should make the reservation
at least one day in advance
in order to ensure obtaining
an unclaimed room. During
a period of high demand a
reservation may need to be
made a fuJI week in advance.
There is a onlHlollar deposit,
and the person must leave
their UMR I.D. A room can

be reserved for DO longer
than one week at a t40e.
No more than six rooms
are available for undergraduates. The other
dozen or so small rooms
which are in the perimeter of
the second and third floors of
the Library are reserved on
a semester basis by special
groups. Several rooms are
special faculty rooms, one
room is the Academic
Council office, and a number

of the rooms are used by
graduate students who must
put up a flvlHlollar deposit.
Anyone on the Library
staff can help reserve the
everyday rooms. If anyone is
interested in any of the
special rooms or has any
particular questions about
the office/ study rooms in the
Library, they should contact
Dottie Hargis, Secretary to
the Library Director, for
information.

Christ~pher
Jewelers
Balfour College Rings

complete description and a
serial number or personal
Identification mark.
If you lost something last
semester but didn't check
with the UMR Police there Is
still hope. At the end of each
semester the articles are
boxed up and sent to the
physical plant across the
highway for storage. The
UMR Police keep a list of
what is contained in each
box so that" an Item lost last
year may still be claimed
Eventually, all articles are
disposed of through auction
or donation to charity.

What's in a name?
Twenty-five dollars If
yours Is the name chosen by
the judges in the "Name the
University
Center-East
Candy Counter-Information
Desk Contest"
at the
University of MIssourtRolla.
To enter just stop by the
candy counter-information
desk in the University
Center-East and fill out an
official entry blank. No
purchase Is requIred, and
you can enter as often as you
like. Each entry must be
submitted
separately,
however, and all entries
must be received by midnight April 3.
Everyone Is eligible to
enter, except for employees
of the University Center
Program Council, Auxlllary
Services, the judges and
their families.
In case of duplicates the
earliest entry will be
awarded the $25 prize.
Got a catchy name for the
newly remodeled campus
.candy store in the U-Center?
Stop by and pick up an official pre-numbered entry
form supplied at the candy
store in the University
Center-East, print your
name, address, and phone
number and one name for
the store, and place your
entry in the box supplied at
the information desk (candy
store) .
Enter as often as you like.
Each entry must be submitted
separately
and
received by midnight April
:ird, 1981. One prize will !;Ie
awarded to the person who
submits the winning name
chosen by the judges.
Decision wlll be made by a

panel of judges choIIen from
the University of MisIIoWi-

Rolla community.
No purchase necessary,
prize will be awarded
following the decla10n of the
judges.
The contest Is open to the
public, except employees of
the University Center Board,
Auxlllary Services, the
judges and their famllles.
final
CrIteria
for
decision wlll be determined by the judges.
In case of duplicate entries, the lowest numbered
entry form wlll be chosen.

Limited
Engagement
Owl Show

Fri. & Sat. Only
11:30

Fri., Sat., Sun.
Box Office Open 6:30
Showtimes 7:00

SOME PEOPll JUST
OOHl BElONG.

1

903 Pine Rolla, MO~~36...4",-_.2.....2....
64~,

r------------------COUPON-------------~---1
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813 PIne
341.3161
11 o .m. -7 p.m.

Yummy Bear with Large Coke
$

2 00

1

1
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1

SIGHTS
AND
SOUNDS
IN ROLLA

I

BEST

8
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I
expires April 2, 1981
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SIr.N UP NOW FOR INTERVIEW AT BUEHLER
CENTER 3/3 1.
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Students favor Reagan's tax cut program
Submitted By
NANCY JONES

The
seventh Student
Opinion Poll was held on
Tuesday, March 17, St.
Patrick's Day, with 601
students
participating
(10.7% of the student body).
Poll results :
1) Do you think the current
55 mile per hour speed limit
should be Increased?
Yes-45%
No-55%
2) Do you favor President
Reagan's proposed tax cut
program?
Yes-73%
No-24%
A large percentage of
students here favor the
President's proposed tax cut
program even though the
corresponding budget cuts
will hit college students hard
(i.e., the jump In Interest
rates on student loans and
general decrease In financial
ald.)
3) The University ts
planning to build a new
building to contain the Fine
Arts
Dept.,
Alumni
Relations Dept., and another
auditorium. Do you think
'UMR needs this building?
Yes-59%
No-38%
4) Do you believe that
Auxiliary Enterprises is
adequately meeting student
needs?

about attitudes that already
Star Wars - 4.8%
existed?
Empire Strikes Back
DeclIned - 41 %
4.8%
Open-56%
_
Seems Like Old Times 6) Do you pray regularly?
3.5%
Yes-56%
The Student Opinion Poll is
No-43%
held every Tuesday from
7) What is the best movie 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. either
you have seen In the theater by the Hockey Puck or In the
In the past year?
U. Center-West lobby. It is
Ordinary People - 16%
. sponsored by the Baptist
!Ho-5-8%
Student Union and the MIner
None-6.8%
to air the opinion of all inStir Crazy - 5.6%
terested students.

who Auxiliary Enterprises '"
or what it does on campus.
This
org~tion
is
responsible for student
housing (on-campus and
leased), the bookstore, game
room, shuttle bus, golf
course, day care center,
vending machines, and
University food service.
5) Do you think that the
morality In America has
declined In the last 10 years
or is the public more open

TI-\E FoLLOWING BROADCAtT CONTArN~
§CENE2> OF E~PLICIT SE.X-VALlTY.
DUE. ·To 1'-1ATvRE §VBJE.C,T MATTER,
PARE.NTAL- Dl~CRETION IV ADV/~ED.
A

BLVE.J£AN~

COMMERCIAL..

Yes-~%

No-70%
Though a large majority of
students feel that Auxiliary
Enterprises
is
not
adequately meeting their
needs, a surprisingly large
number didn't have any idea

Letter to the Editor-

STUCO coffee ship question unreasonable
Dear Editor,
My letter is In reference to
question number nine (9) on
the
recent
"STUCO
Referendum for Spring
1981" that was distributed to
the students of UMR. If one
will read question nine, he
will see that it states,
"Would you be In favor of
turning the area by the
candy store In the new
student union Into a coffee
ship that would be open late
at night? " I was compelled
to give as a reply a hearty
" no" for the following

reasons.
First, we must speculate
on the obvious problems a
coffee ship would offer. I
suppose that the new student
union would be torn down to
make room for the ship. The
cost of constructing a moat
or some similar body of
water for the ship to dock at
would be immense, not to
mention the inordinate
amount of campus area that
such a moat would require.
Without
doubt docking
arrangements must be made
and docking supplies purchased, such as rubber dock

fenders,
ladders,
and
securing ropes. Maintenance
for the ship would certainly
be mandatory, including
specifically the periodic
scraping of barnacles from
the hull, and the upkeep of
the decks and wood of this,
as I would envision it, a
Santa Maria genre of craft.
And of course, it could not
operate late at night by
virtue of the existing
maritime
laws
which
prohibit galleys to operate
past 1900 hours.
I can see a few positive
facets, however, to the

proposed coffee Ship. I
suppose a contest among the
students and faculty to name
the ship would surely
provide excitement and
diversion on the UMR
campus. My cbolces would
be, if I may say so at this
. See LETTER
Page 13

Students deserve
priority in U~Center
space scheduling
The members of the SUB
would like to make some
comments concerning an
article that appeared In the
MIner several weeks ago.
The article dealt with the
Student Activity Fee charge
for use of the Union. The
author suggested that since
many students did not feel
they were getting their
money's worth out of the
Union, the fee sbould be
lowered with the difference
In costs being supplied by
community groups.
First of all, anyone even
vaguely acquainted with the
bureaucratic workings of the
UMR campus would know
that It is unrealistic to
suppose that student fees
would ever be lowered. ThIs
is simply not the way of the
world. The best we can hope
for is to "hold the line".
But, more importantly, the
author
overlooked
an
alternative to reducing
student fees. ThIs alternative is the Increased use of
the Union by students, Those
who have been at Rolla more
than three years can
remember when what is now
the UMR Bookstore used to
be a snack shop where
students could eat, talk and
study until late at night. And,
as Bob Koenig reminded us
In his article three weeks
ago, there was a time when a
student could not only buy
coffee a la carte, but also
sodas and snacks until early
evening In the cafeteria. The
older students will agree
that, In general, less space is
available for students to use
In the Union now than In the
past.
Part of our job as SUB

(

' Stud~i===BSt. L~~I~be
Post, Springfield Leader.

I!J

~

members is to keep In tune
with student attitudes and
feelings. We I!ave talked to
students who were unable to
obtain use of a Union facility
because a community group
had already reserved it. We,
ourselves, have experienced
the
Inconvenience
of
changing our scheduling In
order to accommodate an
outside group.
SUB, being composed of
students, takes a vital interest In all this becanse
most of our programming
takes place In the Union. And
that ,programming is for the
students. We are seeing a
trend of making less and less
space available to students
(over a period of years, of
course, to mInlmlze the
protests). We feel that,
tinlike the suggestion In the
MIner, · community groups
should take a back seat to
students. We are not advocatlng a total withdrawal .
from Interaction with the
community, but, instead, a
reordering of priorities.
After all, despite its official
name, it is the Student
Union.
We hope that those who
suggested that fees be
lowered and more outside
groups brought In now see
the consequences of their
line of reasoning. The
student body must never
allow the administration to
Infringe upon their rights In
such a way. The students
pay for the use of the Union
and are entitled to that use
before any other group. And
any administrator with an
opposite point of view would
do well to remember that
without the students he
wouldn't have a job.

&ElII

10 weeks for $10.00
Daily and Sunday.
364-4064 ;
,

11!J====:iEJ'

A special breed.

'B====:iEJI5EE5JB'

IBII

What do •• It tak. to b. a Morin. 01flc.r? It takes Strenglh. agility . coor·
dination .

endurance.

intelligence .

moral and physical courage. It lakes
desire . determination and grit . Above

. all . it lakes Ihe ability 10 lead other

TIGHT ON BUCKS? How'bout four lunches
under two bucks each?
Sto p in and we'll gi ve you one of our Lunch Tickets good for four lunches for less than t wo bucks

each . Even our incredible 6" mini-pizza , salad bar . and a Coke is only $1 .99 . Hurry though ,
these Lunch Tickets won't lost long . (This is not a coupon .)

Marines under conditions of extreme
stress . In short . it takes a special

breed of man . If you have what il
tokes . we'lI bring oul Ihe best in you.
See Capt. Henderson on campus in the
student union from 9 a.m. to.4 p.m . on

31 March and 1. and 2 April.

GOdfather's Pizza .
Forum Shopping Center

Rolla , MO
364-3214

,
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Is there a price for your honesty?

Honesty: the 1980's a seller's market
to prepare a report
By DAVE WILLIAMS
Is there a price for your evaluating tbe1r present
bonesty? Is there a point In operations. You agree, and
which you will sacrifice your discover that there are In
fact many problems Wbich
self-respect for cash?
As an engineer, tbe op- could develop If the company
portunities to "test" the continues its present drilling
answers to these questions "format." The changes that
can be surprisingly frequent. you recommend are time
consuming, l\!Id costly.
Why?
Well, consider an example
Company X replies, "Fine,
that was brought to my at- fine. We understand exactly
tention by Dr. Nolan B. what you are saying. But,
. Aughenbaugh, member of unfortunately, your inthe
UMR
Geological formation will not help us.
Engineering staff.
Your recommendations are
Company X, which has terribly costly, and therefore
been involved in (possible) unacceptable.
negligent
driiling
operations, needs belp.
"Let us get skalght to the
Anticipating audits of tbe1r point. What we need, sk, is a
operational history (to be more favorable report - one
used as evidence in an up- which will, more or less,
coming court case against support our past, as well
tbem), Company X has as
preSent,
drilling
called you In as a consultant operations. We are prepared

to pay '100,000 ' -for this
report, sir, upon approval."
You lnitiai reaction ts one
of Incredulity. But, slowly,
you begin to think ... ;
You can immediately see
thek
~nlng.
A
documented report, from a
respected
professional
engineer, could do wonders
to sway a court case In the
company's favor. It would
certainly be easy enough to
write a favorable report In a
few days. You could finally
afford
that
Caribbean
cruise. And a Mercedes
would sure look nice In your
driveway. The possibilities
are staggering. It's as If you
have just won a sweepstakes, and .. .
But walt. Stop. Hold it
there. Aren't you giving up a
little in return? Aren't you

giving up a LOT In return?
Or does it matter to you at
all? Consider the initial.
questions I mentioned at the
start 01 Utis article. What If
the company had "merely"
offered $5O,OOO? $2O,OOO?
$10,OOO? $1,000? Do you have I
a price? Can you be bought?
It is, of course, a matter of
ethics. You know that tbe

company can eventually find
someone else wbo will write
the fictitious report. Shouid
this affect your decision?
Well, you may shrug this
entire dilemna off as
theoretical baloney. But, like
it or not, choices similar
to the one I have mentioned
will be encountered soon
enough. You may have had

to make them already.
The
opportunities for
deception In any career are
limitless. Some will grab
what they can, wheoever a
back is turned, a door is
shut, and money is put on the
table. Others will keep thek
honesty Intact.
Who will be the richer
man, In the end?
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Have you ever seen a grown college student cry?
,

(Photo by Bee)

Altered States

What's Consciousness?

Altered States

At a time when much of teristics and survival in- knowledge and took the
experimentation to its next
our scientific curiosity has stinct to our heirs.
If so, how far back do such fascinating and frightening
focused on the heavens ... on
outer space .. . a few memories 11:O? Do we havet stage. The motion picture,
dedicated scientists have the capacity to revisit C)ur ALTERED STATES, is
turned in the opposite primai selves or travel even based on that book. The
further, recalling the life following brief historical
direction.
has
been
They have journeyed forms from which we perspective
within the collective mind of evolved before the so-called prepared to contribute to
your enjoyment of what we
man. And they have found dawn of time?
Many scientists believe believe is an extraordinary
mysteries as deep and
provocative as those of the that the answers lie in screen experience.
altered states of con- II .
DOUBTS
ABOUT
cosmos itself.
sciousness .
If
their REALITY
What is consciousness?
In 1964, John Lilly, a
On one level, of course, it speculation is confkmed, it
physician and psychoanalyst
is the rational, waking state will pose fresh questions.
Once having embarked on with
training
in
of mind which enables us to
function in our daily lives. a journey to our own origins, neurophysiology, biophysics
But what altered states of what will we find? And will and electronics, stepped into
consciousness exist? . we change . ... anatomically a tank of blood-wa·r m salt
Dreams?
Hallucinations? and biologically ... a question' water, closed the top of the
The perceptions of the raised by the altered brain tank and floated on the
of
psychedelic surface in total darkness. He
madman? Are there other waves
states of consciousness, researchers and the changed had taken a dose of LSD,
contained perhaps in the a p pea r an c e o f . obtained under his grant
two-thirds of the human schizophrenics from lucidity with the National Institute of
Mental Health. · As the exbrain for which science has to madness.
It has been proved that periment began, he felt
.,. to date ... found no purtotal isolation - achieved deeply anxious. "It wasn't
pose?
What is memory? Why and through immers ion in a · bodily death that I feared, "
how do we summon glimpses sealed tank of water, at a he wrote later. "It was
of the past from the billions temperature and viscosity getting into spaces in which I
of stored particles in our where the body experiences would lose control and from
personal computer banks? minimal gravity - can bring which I would perhaps not be
We know that the essence on an altered state of con- able to come back."
In his dark and neutral
of life is transmitted, from sciousness. So, too, will a
generation to generation, host of substances, such as environment, free from all
through the chemistry in our the "sacred mushrooms" of distracting stimuli, Lilly
genes. Perhaps memory is Central America.
In the novel, ALTERED
transmitted, as well, the way
See ALTERED
we pass our skin pigmen- STATES, Paddy Chayetsky
Page 13
tation, physical charac- assimilated this vast body of

-
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Up in smoke
of America's high school
ANN ARBOR, MI
Cigarette smokiilg among seniors in 1980 said they
high school seniors has smoked daily, down from the
dropped more than 25 per- 29 percent who smoked daily
cent in the last three years, three years earlier.
The three-man team has
suggests a series of national
surveys conducted by the been conducting nationwide
University of Michigan's surveys of 17,000 high school
for
Social seniors yearly since 1975.
Institute
'Called "Monitoring the
Research.
The findings demonstrate Future," the study asks a
a dramatic shift from earlier wide range of questions
studies, which showed more including smoking practices.
The survey did suggest a
females in particular were
difference between the
smoking.
habits of seniors heading for
Although the authors Drs. Lloyd Johnston, Jerald college and those who were
Bachman, and ppatrick not. Over 36 percent of the
O'Malley - warn that the latter category reported
problem of cigarette abuse smoking daily, as compared
"has not gone away," they to 19 percent of those
do note that only 21 percent planning to attend college.

( Photo by Bee) -

A car worth licensing.

Rolla enables you to get stuck twice

J

......

•• All persons living withing
the City of Rolla, Missouri,
shall be requIred to pay a
city automobile license tax
on any motor vehicle owned
by such person and operated
upon the streets of the City."
This is the ordinance
which goes into effect June 1.
Rolla Chief of Police Stan
Spadoni recognized the
following several distinctions:
"All persons" refers to
anyone, including students.
"Living within the City" is
interpreted by Chief Spadoni
to mean living fora period
greater than thirIy days
within the city limits of
Rolla. He said the thirIy-day
discretion is the "guidance"
he will give his officers.
If someone is driving a car
owned by someone else
without a sticker, the driver
will not be ticketed for
violation of the ordinance.
This exemption applies if
someone
drives
their
parents' car in from out-of
town,
if
someone
is
borrowing or if the car is
leased. This non-ownership,
however, must reasonably
be proved, either to an officer or in court.
If the car is not "operated
upon the streets of the City"
(i.e., it Is only used exclusively to get in and out of
town), the driver cannot be
convicted of violation of this
ordinance.
Spadoni was unaware
whether or not there was any
similar ordinance in any
other town with a college,
such as Springfield or
Warrensburg.

Enforcement of this law,
according to Chief Spadoni,
will be handled as it has
previously been handled in
Rolla. Road blocks will be
set up in different places at
different
times.
All
motorists' vehicles passing
the point will be checked for
stickers. These road blocks
are not of the type which
were ruled unlawful in
Jefferson City, because all
motorists will be checkec! at
a point, not only a certain
group at random.
When a person without a
sticker is stopped by a
patrolman, he would need to
explain his case to the officer. Should the officer
ticket a driver who feels he Is
innocent of the offense, the
driver would need to prove
his case in court.
Judge Joanne Mayberry
said she "does not have
discretion to read anything

into" an ordinance but that charged by ~ City of Rolla.
she-- does "weigh each case
individually." The Judge
This ordinance, according
would "follow the ordinance to City Attorney Kerry
exactly as it reads. "
Violation of this ordinance Koboldt, is not in violation of
Amendment Five, to the
is punishable by a $3 fine
plus $14 court cost. Failure Missouri Constitution which
to appear in court is was passed this past
November.
Amendment
punishable by a $25 fine':
The legality of this ordince Five states that no new fee
or tax can be assessed on the
is covered by the Revised
Statutes of Missouri. Section people except by a popular
vote of the people. This new
301.340 of RSMo states :
"MuniCipalities, by or- Rolla ordinance, Koboldt
dinance, may levy and . says, is merely an extension
the old ordinance, and is
collect license taxes from of
the owners of and dealers in not a new tax.
motor vehicles, residing in
Ken Mizuki, the UMR
such municipalities, and
may requIre the display. of Student Council City Liaison,
license plates or stickers. had the following questions
Municipal license taxes, to ask of Koboldt: Where
including the cost of plates, does the money for these
stickers and natorial fees stickers go, and couldn't
shall not exceed the there
be
a
financial
following ... " The values reciprocal program with the
then listed are the prices home town of a student who

from pg. 1

already paid for a sticker at equally and not prorating by
the amount of use, "the line
home?
Koboldt gave the general has
to_ be
drawn
response that students use somewhere."
the streets of Rolla and get
the benefits of Rolla's police
Anyone wishing to voice an
and fire protection. To be
fair, all students, whether opini.on about this City orfrom a city which requires dinanc(! or any other orstickers to be bought or not, dinance is "urged tcr attend"
should pay as directed by the a Rolla City Council
Missouri Statutes.
The meeting, says Mayor Lou
money goes into a general McFarland. The meetings
revenue fund I)f the City. - are held in the Council
Chambers on the first and
This tax applies "across the third Mondays of each
board. "
Students
are month at 7:00 p.m. The
generally in Rolla more than meetings are also broadcast
they are in their home town. live on KUMR Radio. The
Koboldt added that even next Council meeting is on
though this law may' seem April 6, which is during
inequitable by taxing all
UMR's Spring Break.
owner-operator
drivers

-Th
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AIR FORCE ENGINEERS AND
SCIENTISTS ARE PROBLEM-SOLVERS

Plus, they ~nioy a worldwide reputation for excellence.
If you have vision, creativity, and a scientifi~ or en?ineering
degree, apply your talents with a modern service that s geared
for t he future. Completion of the Air Force's three-month Officer
Training School earns you an officer's commission and starts you
on the road to a future-oriented career. The Air Force also offers
you an excellent salary, medical and dental care, 30 days of paid
vacation a year , a $20,000 life insurance policy for about $4 a
month , and many other benefits.
Find out today what the Air Force ha!f to offer by contacting

A g r e at way o f life .

SSG T. Dave Carlock
102 West 10th St.
Ro ll a , MO 65401
(314) 364- 4367
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The 's tudent arms race
By BOB KOENIG
The time is the late 1960s.
Three young men walk Into a

basic algebra class carrying
small black boxes. Boxes
who's contents will forever
change their lives and the
lives of those who follow
them. Thus do calculators
begin insidious and deadiy
student arms race. .
These three students
receive permission to use
these
devices
because
"there is just no way they
can make any real difference In a subject like
this." The young men, either
because they are the really
"gung-ho" type or because
of the calculators, score
forty points above the class
average. Calculators are
abruptly banned for use on
tests and for a little while
parity Is maIntained.

who lacks the heavy artillery
calculator at a disadvantage.
In the late 1970s the advent
of
programmable
calculators gives defInItive
edge to those willing to
struggle with the machines
until proficiency Is achieved.
Some argue that in order to
program, students must
understand the material
anyway, but this same
argument destroys
the
validity of tests, since now a
premium is placed on speed
as well as accuracy. A
computer's maIn function is
after all to shorten work
time.
The 1980s bring the advent
of
programmable
calculators with alpha-.
numerics and thousands of
lines of continuous memory
which widen the evergrowing gap between those

However, the calculator "arms race" makes
current methods of testing even more invalid
than they already were.
The early 1970s see
calculator prices begin to
fall and more and more
students have access to
them. Classes begin to vote
on the issue of using
calculators on tesis. Slowly
the machines gaIn general
acceptance. One day before
a physics test a girl enters
the auditorium and sits near
the back. Contained In the
four memories of her
calculator (conveniently left
on) are four vital constants
to be used on the test.
The
"arms"
race
escalates, one memory, two
memories, three. Multi
function,
scientific
statistical jobs equipped
with megamemories and
custom program Chips. No
more sine or log tables
needed, folks, the students'
pace goes faster.
Even as students fight it
out among themselves with
ever more powerful hardware, the gods (professors??) strive to make the tests
even harder. As students no
longer need slide rules or
tables more problems can be
added. As the menial work
becomes more "push buttom," more "real" material
can be Included on tests.
Also-as technology advances
more material Is included in
a B.S. degree. More and
more Information Is packed
Into the same number of
hours, placing the student

super powers (oops, I mean
students) with the latest
hardware and the -Third
World (me) stuck with a
primitive
slide
rule
calculator.
For example, I know a
student who dedicated a
number of years to the pursuit of a computer science
degree before deciding
engineering was more to his
liking. Before he took a
physics test in his new
curriculum, he showed me
the programming job he did
on his top-of-the-line HP.
" OK, Bob, take this old file
test. The second problem
involves Gauss's Law. I
punch the letters GAUSS Into
the calculator and it begins
to flash the names of
relevant equations and
sample problems at me.
When it shows me something
I consider useful, I hit the
"interrupt" function and
store what I need. If I were
then
asked to
prove
something using this law I
could hit GAUSS-P and it
would present information
relating to that."
A gap even greater than
between
those
with
calculators and slide rules
currently exists between
those with programmable
calculators
(and
programming knowledge)
and those without. This gap
would be even more obvious
if all had the programming
abilities of my friend.

TownhousJ Pancake Shoppe

All You Can Eat
Spaghetti, Garlic Toast,

and,?alad Bar.
ONLY

$2 95

offer good 5·9 p.m . Sunday Nights
1022 Kingshighwoy
Phone 364·1400

Computers are the future
of engineering, no doubt, but
this arms race must end
somewhere and a ceiling be
established. As calculators
become more powerful (and
expensive for top line
models) even greater gaps
will develop. How parity can
be re-established I do not
know.
However,
the
calculator "arms race"
makes current methods of
testing even more Invalid
than they already were.
Even if my friend decides
he doesn't like engineering
he can always make a living
as a calculator consultant,
developing quick and easy
ways to resolve four-bar
mechanisms, or solve nested
equations.
Meanwhile would anybody
like to buy a slightly-used
SR-50A. I paid over a hun·
dred dollars for it (back
when that was real money)
and have been trying to
make it through here with it.
U's got a brand new battery
pack and everything. I'm
willing to let this little gem
go for $250 (that's today's
cheap
dollars,
folks) .
Anybody who thinks that's
too much for an obsolete ·
calculator better try and buy
a Model-T in perfect working
ordel'. Buy now; it should be
a wonderful investment; just
look at the '57 Chevy.
Seriously though, the maIn
reason that we unarmed
civilians aren't being "blown
away" more is that most
people don't know how to use
the hardware they have yet.
The "cutting edge" of the
current arms race doesn't so
much involve money as the
development of program·
ming skill. The ones who are
really benefitting from the
hardware are those like my
friend who have already
mastered the art of structUring software. There are
students who walk out of
advanced machine design
tests in fifteen minutes (with
perfect scores) . Take a look
at the calculators they use.
Then think about how many
tests you've run out of time
on or haven't been able to
recheck answers. Then sign
up for a Computer Science
minor. It may-be the only
way to compete.

Y:r~r
year,

semester

after semester,

the college plan from
Fidelity Union Life
is the most accepted,
most popular
life insurance program
on campuses all OYer
America.

We sing.
We dance.
We get everyone involved.

Saturday, Mar-c h 28
8:00

:1:.

p.rn.-1

Shovv

Multi-Purpose Building

UN IVERSITY OF MISSOURI· ROLLA

Tickets: $3. for UMR Students and
$6. for Adults

C~ildren

On Sale' Thur., Fri., & Sat. March 26, 27 and 28 at
the UMR University Center-East and also available:
In Rolla
~n Bank (Main Bank and Drlve·in)
Phelps County Bank (Main Bank and Drive·in )
Rolla State Bank (Main Bank and Bot h Drive·ins)

Rallo Dally News
Books 'N' Things
National Food Store
Shephard's iGA

All proceeds go to the Ro lla Cerebral Pals y School

__......

----------------~hb8!~~------~--------~Q
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Campus hosts science fair
SOURCE:OPI
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The 25th Annual South
Central District Science and
Engineering Fair will be
held March 27-28 on the
.University of Missouri-Rolla
campus.
At the fair, students from
area schools (grades nine
through twelve) will exhibit
projects displaying the
details of their own special

studies in any of 11 general
areas of science or
engineering. These competition areas include :
behavioral and social
sciences ; biochemistry ;
botany; chemistry; earth
and
space
sciences;
engineering; mathematics
and computers; medicine
and health; microbiology;
physics; and zoology.

tt;m!m
Concerned about the blgh cost of malntalnlng your contraband
street signs?
Do fines, jail sentences and other forms of depreclatlon worry you?
Relax! For just $9.95 per year your perishable street signs can be
hermetically sealed with tender loving care In a controlled environment outside the statutory llmlts of Rolla.
Your sign will be stashed on a barge perpetually moored In the
middle of Schuman Pond, wbere thanks to the Vanlshlng Estuary
Amendment to the Maritime Act of 1843, the Rolla Police Department
has no jurisdiction.
Act now and we will attach a complimentary Official Warning
Sticker, personnally autographed by ChIef Stan Spadoni.
Hurry! Call now, the NAACP (National Alliance Against Confiscation of Posters) at 341-4235 and ask for Marilyn.

!...I...

To U0423:
I have decided to end It all, all of these lengthy and stupid virtual
classified messages. I have received countless death threats from
various MIner staffers and have decided to stop bere, before they
commit me to that infinite do-loop In the sky. Farewell my virtual
friends, I may be a weird Comp. ScI. jock, but I am also needlessly
prolific.
- om (Virtual PR)
Wednesday morning U0423 was dumped onto magnetic tape and
hurled over a 750KV transmission line, thus ending a legend.

'

Wanted: Graduating bat boy for a July graduating bat girl. Experience not required. On-the-Job training Is available.
Congratulations neophytes of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.,
Ron Smith and Sam Jones.
Luv, Renee, Kim and Melanle
Congratulations James, Willie, Lonnie and Frank, neopbytes of
Omega Psi PbI Fraternlty, lnc.
From R, K, and M
" Carol,
'Happy Birthday' (early) and remember, I still like you a lot.
Imon"

For Sale: 1978 Kawasaki KZ 200, 6xxx mi., good condo$550.00. Call
Gregg 364-8666.
Crib Jam II" : Are you prepared for the ultimate In par.tylng ex"
perience? SDR and R KSHE95 April 24. Only 29 days 'til provalities
begin.
Crih Jam II: Are you prepared for the u111mate In partying experience? SDR and R KSHE95 April 24. Only 29 days 'til provalltles
begin.

Found : 1 nude female's clothing. Articles suggest New York or
Texas background. Measurements - 34-25-30. Other descriptions Swim!Der, peroxide blonde, answers to the name Patty Melody.
CInderella, we have your "shoe size ...
Contact any of the 50 anxious letches at 364-6028.
THIS AIN'T NO BULL, THE CLOTHES REALLY EXIST.
Management doesn't accept responsibility for anything left over 30
days.
Lost : 12K gold necklace charm with 3 pt. dlamond In center. Lost
between T.J. and M.E. Building. If found please call 364-5118.

Grand prize thIs year is a
trip to the 32nd Annual
National
Science
and
Engineering Fair, to be held
May 11-16 in Milwaukee,
Wisc. Other prizes include a
trophy for the second grand
prize winner, trophies for
first place in each division,
medals,
plaques,
certifica tes,
cash prizes,
scientific magazine subscriptions, slide rules and
handbooks.
Entry blanks may · be
obtained from Professor
Cole, physics department,
University of MissouriRolla, Rolla, Mo. 65401.
In addition to UMR, this
year's fair is sponsored by
the Rolla Daily News, Rolla
radio stations KTTR-KZNN,
radio station KWPM in West
Plains , the Washington
Missourian, the Gasconacle
County Republican in
Owensville, the Licking
News and the Mansfield
Mirror.

ATTENTION UMR GRADUATES I CENTURY 21

has notion wide Reol Estate referral service· no charge or
obligation . Moving to California? We have special conloct

with Silicon Valley . Call us at ~
364-8608 or drop by our office '
at 1016 Kingshlghway. We will
help your find a home across
town or across country.

21
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. Inoculate for Parvo

The
Phelps
County
Humane Association is
urging dog owners to have
their pets re-inoculated
against Parvo.
Charlotte
Wiggins,
president of the association,
says, "Recent research
indicates the Parvo vaccine
can no longer be considered"
effective for a full year ...
Mrs.
Wiggins
says
veterinarians in the area
have been contacting owners
who received the shots last
year to urge them to have
their pet re-inoculated with a
more recent vaccine.
Parvo is a newly-isolated,
usually fatal virus that affects dogs, especially the
young and the very old. The
symptoms include bloody
vomiting, severe diarrhea
and dehydration caused by a
lack of interest in eating or
drinking
water.
"The
disease is highly contagious
and transmitted through the
feces," says Mrs. Wiggins.
"With warm weather here

more dogs and owners will
be outside, increasing the
chances of spreading the
disease. ..
The
Phelps
County
Humane Association has a
pamphlet .available for in-

terested persons on the I
"Parvo" virus. For morel
information write to Postl
Office Box 13ro, Rolla,
Missouri 65401, or contact
your local veterinarian.

~ - SPI, AH Games • J) & D Supplies

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
1009 Pine

Rolla, Mo.

364-5581

t

20% OFF

~

All Stuffed Animals
Including:
Bunnies & Snakes

~

~

Thru Sat.

March 28

1107 Pine

Rolla

364-3161
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Students will set up their
exhibits Friday morning,
March 27, in UMR's Centennial Hall. These displays
will be judged from 1 to 5
p.m. and will be open to the
public Friday night and
Sa,turday morning (March
28). Prizes will be awarded
at 2 p.m. Saturday in UMR's
S1. Pat's Ballroom.

Lost : 1 nude female. If found, contact any of 50 nude males at 3646028.

BY

"The major change I have
seen in character and type of
subjects studied by the
students," he continues, "is
the increasing emphasis on
studies rela ted to the environment and energy."

For Sale: Bass amp. Peavey 400 series, 200 watts, 2 x IS" cabinet.
$350.341-2175.

CUHF 'r-f \~)ET HE~ CAN C(f( ~
! (:IAVE utI ClGARETi-E -

"Through the years, the
number of exhibits has increased until we now have
around 100 entries each
year," says Malcolm B.
Cole, professor of physics at
UMR. Cole served as a judge
during the early years of the
fair and has been director of
the event since 1968.

sr r.N UP N01'] F'O~ INTERv rw AT BUEHLER
PL ACE'lENT CE NTER 3 / 31.
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Joe thinks about the foreign legions

IHave you ever thought of working.in France?'
By AL OAKES
JOE MINER
Joe's alarm went off at six
In the morning. He reached
out with his arm to shut it off
and found himself putting his
hand Into a beer he had left
on his _nightstand the night
before. To save himself the
trouble of reaching out with
his other arm he just
grabbed the alarm clock and
dropped it Into the beer.
Why had he set his alarm
so early? Joe rubbed his
eyes, "There must be a
reason," he thought to
. himself. All of a sudden it
came to him. It was
Tuesday, the last day to drop
classes. He then also
remembered he had an interview at nine o'clock.
_ Joe rolled out of bed and
slowly rose to his feet.
Groping down the hallway he
finally made it to the shower.
During his shower he heard
the " whoosh" of five or six
toilets but couldn't react fast
enOUgh .to avoid the bunilng
water that was to follow. The
back of Joe's body was red
hot from his shoulders to his
knees.
"I'll
get
you
bastards," he yelled as he
ran from the shower. But by
that time it was to late. His
assailants had made a clean
getaway.

After sipping through
three or four beers JOe
headed up to the Buehler
Bldg. for his interview. He
made it to the corner of 8th
and Rolla St. and couldn' t
decide whether to go right to
his interview or stop in at 209
for a bite to eat since he
missed
breakfast.
His
stomach made him head for
209 and gobble up two of
Ginny's famous hamburgers
for breakfast.
He looked up at the clock
and it was ten till nine. Time
enough to grab a beer to go
and head for his interview
with
ACME
Sidewalk
Consultants.
"Hello, my name is Joe·
Miner a sophomore In Civil
Engineering," said Joe as he
walked In the room. "Have a
seat," replied Joe's interviewer. Joe sat down,
"Shiiit, Son of a bitch," Joe
hollered as he stood up and
grabbed his ass in pain. His
back was still sore from
being burned In the shower.
"I see you've taken
French," said the interviewer. "Have you ever
thought of working in
France?" · "Not really but 1
think I'd really like that if
you would find a place for

me," said Joe anxiously.
"Yes, we really would like
you to work overseas.
Especially since our company is not affiliated with
anything out of the United
States,"
said
the
interviewer. "I took the liberty
of reviewing your resume
before you came In this
morning. Me and the boys
granted you the Interview
cause we thought we could
use a laugh. Anybody who
has been In this school for 4

semesters and has oniy
completed eleven hours is
certainly not a very good
prospect for the near future.
But we'll be back in 1988 to
see if you've graduated yet,"
explained the Interviewer.
Joe left the office feeling
pretty low. He had completely forgotten to stop by
Parker Hall and pick up his
drop Slip.
BILL MINER
Bill was laying on his bed
leaning on his pillow reading

SANTA CRUZ, CA. (CPS)
- Computer operators at the
University of CaliforniaSanta Cruz were mystified
one day last February when
the campus computers falled
to respond to attempts to
" log in," or turn on, the
system.
Hours later, computer
center personnel realized
their security system had
been cracked by four
students who couldn't help
bragging about their caper.
The students began by
obtaining
the
master
password for the system

from
an
undisclosed
"source," then changed it,
insuring that no one else
could log into the computers.
Then they set about inserting
personal and sometimes
"obnoxious"
notes
Into
faculty and student files.
Computer center employee Pam Wyman calls the
incident "more a case of
curiosity than malicious
mischief,"
but
some
university officials considered the prank quite
serious when they found
themselves cut ·off from
registration, blllinl[ and

his Interview. This was Joe's
first serious job interview
and he didn't want to mess
anything up. He put on his
best suit, which was the one
he got from high school
graduation and now was way
to small. Joe's skinny little
ankles stood out as he went
down to the bar for a little
belt to stiffen his nerves.

1981

budget information stored in
the computers.
After the security fallure
was discovered, Wyman
recalls, the center was shut
down for theee days while
computer experts tried "to
figure out just what the
students had done. " The
culprits were identified by
the computer codes they had
used to gain entry into the
machine. At least two of the
four students involved used
their own personal codes, in
addition to the master word,
to login.
WhIle the investigation
continued, news of the incident began to get around
campus, mostly because the
students couldn't keep their
mouths shut about it.

Joe, still sore, returned to

~

He wanted to do something
daring, that had never been
done before. He bad to make
a name for himself if he was
ever going to make Blue Key
Miner of the Month. So he

. wouldn't get in trouble all by
himself he wanted to include
some of his buddies in
whatever
scheme
he
devised.
Then an idea came to him.
When was the last time a
sorority had experienced a
panty raid? Bill decided to
wear the greek EAT letters
when the raid would be
executed.
But what sorority should
he hit? It all depends upon
what Mary Ford decides to
write about next week.

Curiosity killed the computor

his room to get dressed for

INCREDIBLE
SPORTS CAR
VALUE

a
" National Lampoon"
magazine. Bill layed the
magazine down and sighed.
What he needed was some
excitement in his life. He bad
already picked up his mids·
and he .was passing three
classes so he figured he bad
some extra time to blow off.

" When people penetrate
'the system,''' Wyman explains, " they like to brag
about it, so word got
around."
Because none of the
students showed criminal
intent, Computer Center
Director Alan Schlanger
says no charges will be filed
against the students. Instead, the stu<Jents have
agreed to explain the details
of their scheme to Schlanger
so _that he may take steps
against it happening again.
Schlanger also has promtsed
to teach the students more
about the system, which was
their reason for tampering
with it in the first place, they
admitted.

W ANTED: Ex perienced person to measure and make as-built
drawings of existing log cabin with basement and lean·to in St.
James area. Want floor plans and elevations (showing wall and
floor thickness, ceiling heights, etc.). Call Gary G lenn, AlA; St.
Louis; 314-367-1234 office;314-367 -4660 home.

=---

DEEP SEA
SCIENCE FICTION
The Deep Range
Arthur C. Clarke

13·30CO~
FORb I~~I.... !ION

DON BURLEY-hero of
tomorrow. tall . hand some, shepherd of the
mammoth wale herds
that graze the seas .
growing fat . . healty .
and r ipe for man 's d in·

Just what does Mary Ford know about AI "C.H." Oakes that we don't?
Does he really have a "cute little scar"? For the full inside story tune in
to the April Fool's edition in next week's "Miner".
(Photo by Bee)

ner toble .

RX~7S

[11]*30
EST MPG est. hwy mpg
' InC'lude5 dealer r'~:" frei~ht (hilr~es
Taxes. Iicen!>C', ortiorn. extra .
• Remember. comra re th is EPA e...tl·
mat(' to the' ~ eshmated mrt!o ~ (If
other cars . You may ~et different
m ll ea~e. dependinx on how fasl
you d rive. wea ther condi tions. and
tri p lenx th. Your dc tuaf hi!othway
m iled~e Wi llJ'fobably be less than
the t"S timate hixhway mi l ea~(' .
Mazda' , tO lory e ng ine li cense d by

NSU·WAN KEL.

SELLERS-SEXTON

.'" nazca

Signet .1 96

W A LT
FRANKLIN - mystery
man of The Re efs . What
secr et from his pa st
waited to plunge him
i n to a life-and-death
struggl e with the sea?
Co uld he conquer the
o ld terror that kept h i m
apart fro m his fellows .
d rivi ng h im t o search
for th e treasures of the
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Solar heat: Make money while the sun shines
SOURCE: OPI
Because Eugene Warren
decided that It was time to
throw some llght on the
energy situation In his bome,
he and his family have had
most of their bot water and
some of their space heat
furnished by their new solar
energy system this winter.
" We own a century-old,
two-story frame bouse that
previously used a conventional heating system,"
says Warren, an associate
professor of English at the
University of MissowiRolla. " And to compound
matters there was quite an
energy drain In the house,
which made heating it an
Inefficient and expensive
proposition.
"We had taken several
steps to reduce our energy
use and make the bouse
more energy efficient such
as adding insulation and
caulking and installing
storm windows and doors,"
he adds, "but we couldn't
afford any major changes In
our energy source."
In
November
1979,
however, he began looking
into the possibility of
securing a low-Interest loan
from the United States
Department of Housing and
Urban Development In order
to rehabilitate the house for
solar energy use.
" I was always attracted to
solar energy," Warren says.
"I think it's an alternative
that deserves to be considered, and it seemed to
offer the best solution to my
family 's energy needs and
problems. It's ciean and
unlimited and the economics
made sense to me."
Warren's loan was approved early last year, and
he eventually chose a solar
energy system which cost
about $8,700 and carried an
estimated annual savings of
roughly $470. " With the tax
credit and interest of oniy 3
percent on the loan, the
payback period is oniy eight
years," Warren explains.
" So with a system life of 20
years, we would have 12
years during which our only
expense · for the system
would be routine maintenance."
The contractor estimated
that the Warrens' bouse
would need 89,000 BTUs
(British Thermal Unlts) per
hour with an exterior temperature of seven degrees
fahrenheit and a 15 mile-perhour wind, and a system was

designed that would provide
50,000 BTUs per hour. As a
back-up the house still has a
conventional system.
"The contractor was
somewhat conservative In
estimating what the system
J!Ould produce," Warren
says. "But we're used to
keeping the thermostat
turned down. It's been at 65
degrees for the past seven or
eight years."

Warren's solar energy
system has four major
components: a solar loop
and 15 three-by-elght foot
solar collectors, a 126-gallon
water tank, a fan-coil unit
and a controller. The only
maintenance that the system
requires is cleaning the
collectors every year and
relaquering their fiber glass
glazing every five years.
"The solar loop circulates

a silicon-based oil through
the collectors, wbere It is
heated, and then to the tank
where it is used to heat the
water," Warren says. "The
tank is oversized so that
excess hot water can be
pumped through the fan-coil
to provide space heat. All of
the pumps are operated by a
microprocessor.
"We also were fortunate
that our house already faced

south," he adds, "so we've
always gotten some benefit
from the sun. The fact that
the roof was at the proper
pitch for the collectors didn't
hurt
either,
and
the
collectors harvest the sun
even on partly cloudy and
overcast days. "
The only regret that
Warren has about the
system is that it was in-

~talled before be learned
about a storage system for
the heat. But, he says, the
addition of such a system is a
di.!tlnct possibility for the
future.

Right now, however, he
and his family are happy
just to let the sunshine in.
The Warrens' bouse is at
300 West Third St. In Rolla.

Drug use approaches record high
ANN ARBOR, MI (CPS)Drug use among high school
seniors "appears to be at or
near its peak level," and " is
probably higher than that of
any other industrialized
nation in the world," say the
authors of a new national
drug study.
Of
17,000
students
questioned, 65 percent said
they used some illicit drug at
least once during their
lifetime. For 39 percent of
the seniors, illicit drug use
extends beyond marijuana.
In compiling results for the
University of Michigan' s
Institute
for
Social

Research, the three authors
- Drs. Lloyd Johnston,
Jerald Bachman,
and
Patrick O'Malley _ . found
that seniors aren't using any
one fad drug. Barbiturates,
tranquilizers, PCP , and
cigarettes all continued their
long decline.
Yet Johnston notes that the
percentage of seniors who
have ever used an illicit drug
other than marijuana has
risen steadily in the last four
years, from 35 to 39 percent.
He attributes this to the
" rapidly increasng
popularity " of cocaine,
especially from 1976 to 1979.

He also notes that more
seniors use amphetimines
"to get themselves through
the day" or to "curb their
appetite."
Substantiating
the
Michigan survey is an
Arizona State University poll
showing one in six students
there uses cocaine · on a
regular or irregular basis.
One-third of all the Tempe,
Arizona students admit
they've tried the drug.
Although researchers at
the Institute for Social
Research make no mention

of LSD use, Oui magazine
reported last November that
use of hallucinogenic drugs
Increased by 900 percent
from 1978 to 1979. Quoting
Drug Enforcement
Administration figures, Oul
says that the LSD distributed
. today is on the average half
as potent as that used in the
late sixties and early
seventies, which might
encourage more young
people to try it.
In spite of such increases,
Johnston says "of perhaps
greater importance" is the
decline
in
marijuana

smoking.
The survey suggests that
fully half of the nation's
seniors believe there is a
"great risk" in regular
marijuana use, and 39
percent disapprove of
"experimental" use.
"Some of the shifts have
been able to take place
because students are In a
better position to listen to the
warnings of their parents
and the media than before
when they were rebelling so
strongly against things like
Watergate and Vietnam,"
Johnston says.

.Graduation Insurance-A fraternity
which shows that 54 percent
of the freshmen who joined
fraternities
in
1974
graduated, while only 44
Percent of non-fraternity
freshmen received their
degrees.
Lemay is not quite sure
what
causes
the
discrepancy, but speculates
it may be the close personal
ties
usually
developed

(CPS) - Fraternity life
may not be like "Animal
House" after all.
In fact, joining a fraternity
just may be the best way to
study and insure graduating,
according to Morris Lemay,
director of Oregon State
University's Counseling and
Testing Center.
Lemay recently completed
a study at that cam us
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between
students
at
fraternities.
"Students pledging to
fraternities tend to begin
having good friendships
earlier than most people,"
Lemay says. "These friends
they quickly make help them
get over early rough spots as
far as studying is concerned."
Lemay's report comes as

~

no surprise to Jack Anson,
executive director of the·
National
Intrafraternlty
Council In Washington.
Anson says he's been telling
people for years that
fraternities are the· best
places on campus to get
work done.
"Unlike many other things
on campus, fraternities have
goals, ideals and principles
which discipline students to
stUdy,"
Anson
insists.
"There's brotherhood there,
a real concern for the
progress and advancement
of each student that carries

over into the classrooms." .
Most important, Anson
says, is that this report may
encourage students reluc·
tant to pledge fraternities
because of its "party image"
to make the final step. "They
can learn and have fun at the·
same time," he adds.

BE A PRIEST?
Under 45? WriteJCall col·
lect Father Nigro Gon·
zaga University, Spokane,
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RECRUITMENT FOR SHELL IN NIGERIA
A service furnished by SCAllOP CORPORATION
(a Shell company)
OPPORTUNITIES FOR NIGERIANS WHO WISH TO RETURN TO
THEIR HOME COUNTRY
Geologists and Geophysicists Petroleum, Mechanical, Civil
and Electrical Power Engineers and Computer Application
Specialists
.
If you are interested, please write and send resume to:
SCAllOP CORPORAnON
Overseas Recruitment
3200 One Allen Center
Housten •.Texas 77002
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(from page 7)

and described his experience real to me than anYihmg I sonany, I seemed to have
in The Doors of Perception had seen with my own eyes, " reached
a
dangerous
(954). A creative writer who Wasson said. "I was seeing threshold. I told him I felt I
was -also a scientist, Huxley the archetypes, .the Platonic could not go on ; there was
wrote that he underwent a ideas, that underlie the something truly frightening
transformation comparable imperfect
images
of about the mushrooms."
to a genuine mystical ex- everyday life."
After withdrawing from
perience. This was proof to
In August, 1960, a scientist the apprenticeship ,
him that the mundane world at the University of Mexico Castaneda returned for a
could be transcended and and Dr. Timothy Leary, then second cycle, now convinced
what appears to be reality is a Harvard psychologist, that our "common-sense"
not necessarily important. went to a villa near Cuer- view of the world is not final
Until that time, scientists navaca. Leary .ate seven but only one interpretation.
had been reluctant to study mushrooms given to him by "You only look at the surface
"consciousness" because of the scientist and experienced of things," Don ' Juan told
the unreliability of personal ' a momentous drug state. him.
reports.
The
English "During the next five hours,
But psychiatry would
language lacks a vocabulary I was whirled through an never
the
same.
to describe different states of experience which could be Psychedelics had opened
consciousness. But Sanskrit described in many ex- new dimensions of reality
has dozens of words to travagent metaphors, but and scientists could no
describe various mystical which was, above all and
states and Indian Buddhists without question, the deepest
have classified 121 mind religious experience of my
levels.
life."
Not surprisingly, Western
Carlos Castaneda in 1961
scientists interested in met a Yaqui Indian from
looking objectively at how Northwestern Mexico while
the mind works began to look passing through a border
to the East. In the 1950's, town bus stop in Arizona.
researchers in India and They became friends and the
Japan began to bring yogis Indian, who, in the books
and Zen monks into the about his experience,
laboratory to study their Castaneda called Don Juan,
brain waves, heartbeat and introduced him to peyote,
weed
and
respira tion
during jim son
psychotropic
mushrooms.
meditation.
They found yogis who Don Juan was a brujo, or
could suspend their heart- sorcerer. Castaneda became
beat for up to 18 seconds, his apprentice for four years,
which
time
reverse
the
digestive during
underwent ·
system,
reduce
their Castaneda
metabolism
so
that "peculiar states of disorbreathing seemed to cease dered perception, or altered
and make their pulse in- consciousness which I have
discernable . Instead of called 'states of nonordinary
taking drugs, the yogis and reality. '" .
monks
practiced
The mushroom powder
autoregulation as a means of smoked by Castaneda had
changing consciousness. For severe effects, making him
the first time, scientists feel that he had left his body
obtained hard evidence that and cO)lld travel in a
physiological changes disembodied state. "Perparallel reports of changes
of inner experience.
Anthropologists,
sociol(from page 6)
ogists and psychologists
began to look at mystical time, somethlng like the the majority of UMR
states with less suspicion. "S.S. Juan Valdez" or af- students, lie a great Interest
In seafaring vessels, let
Researchers took to the field fectionately, "Old Mrs.
in search of sorcerers, yogis Olson." Its location being alone a coffee ship. We must
and medicine men. In 1955, where the new student union ask ourselves, "Would I be
Robert Gordon Wasson and is now, it would be In a very served a variety of imported
his wife, Valentina, made convenient place, not to coffee blends, or the old
their way into Central mention being a unique standbys such as " Old
attraction, Judge" or "Hills Bros. "
Mexico and under the campus
guidance of a curandera especially for our out of town brands? And can we bear
became the first white visitors. And, of course, we having our friends converted
persons in modern times to can all envision a friendly to caffelne-crazed, wide"buccaneers"?
partake of the sacred shipboard "maltre d'" ex- eyed
tending a hearty "Ahoy Perhaps just a simple coffee
mushroom ceremony.
After the mushrooms were Matey! " as we walked shop In the student union
would be reasonable.
eaten, the candle in the room aboard.
Nonetheless, the coffee
Sincerely,
was put out and in total
E.E. Flipper
darkness the visions began. ship may be acceptable In
Making the way safe for
theory and speculation only.
" They were sharply focused,
Furthermore, I will venture coffee drinkers everywhere.
the lines and colors being so
No. 63016
to say that there does not. in
sharp that they seemed more

-longer
exclude
the
possibility that unusual
experiences have the actual
character of a reality normally not perceived.
Researchers also realized
that psychedelics were only
one of many pathways to
altered states and that other
roads were available, including tank isolation and
meditation . Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi
brought
Transcendental Meditation
to the West and it became
popular in the laboratory,
the office and the kitchen.
Scientific journals published
articles
on
the
physiological effects of TM.

Meditation beCame accepted
as a fourth major state of
consciousness - one in
addition
to
sleeping,
dreaming and waking.
Some members of the
scientific establishment still
oppose all inroads of
mysticism into sociology and
psychology. More discerning
critics still urge caution:
" Imagination has gone too
far ahead of rigor and the
result looks ... remarkably
like insanity or perhaps like
nightmare, the sister of
insanity," Gregory Bateson,
one of the country's most
original thinkers, wrote in
his latest book. Mind and
Nature.

Letter

G&D STEAK HOUSE
Open 7 days
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AlteredStates

quickly found "it was very
easy to leave the body and go
into new spaces ." He
discovered that his body
could take care of itself and
he could return to it "if
things get too tough out
there."
" I moved into universes
containing beings much
larger than myself," he
wrote. "The first time I
entered these spaces, I was
swept, pushed, carried,
whirled and in general beat
around by processes which I
could not understand ,
processes of immense
energy, of fantastic light,
and of terrifying power."
Despite his conviction that
he could survive the LSD
tank exper iments intact,
Lilly took enormous risks .physically, emotionally and
professionally . He had
devoted himself to exploring
a variety of states of consciousness that the scientific
community had deemed to
be pathological.
But Lilly was fully aware
of the implications of his
work. He was attacking the
fundamental
assumptions
distinguishing sanity and
I madness and he dared to call
his altered states of consciousness "real." In doing
so, he put himself in the
vanguard of an increasing
I number of Western scientists
who have been exploring
areas of consciousness that
were once the exclusive
province of mystics, priests
and sorcerers.
William James: the
I enormously respected
British psychiatrist, became
the first scientist of his
stature to undertake the
study of spiritual reality.
James experimented with
both nitrous oxide and
peyote and reported b8ck in
1929 that "our normal
waking consciousness,
whilst· all about it, parted
from it by the filmiest of
screens, there lie potential
forms of consciousness
I entirely different."
James was shattered by
his
experience,
both
emotionally and physically.
"These shows are expensive," he told a friend
after an experiment with
peyote. "The experience,
however, was worth one such
headache and indigestion,
but was not worth a second."
The scientific exploration
of other forms of consciousness got its biggest
push when Aldous · Huxley
consumed mescaline pills
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8 Oz. Fillet

STEAK

2.49 3.35

Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas
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Canoe Trips on the

Current River
10% discount until May 15
Campground with showers
Campground f ree until May 23
For a f ree brochure or reser va t ion

Contact
Jadwin Canoe Rental
Jadwin, Mo 65501
Phone 314·129·5229
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By JOHN DANIEL
With just four sports
remaining in intramurals
Sigma Phi Epsilon sits on top
of the overall standings.
Sig Ep has dominated the
intramural championship in
recent years and currently
holds an 83 point lead over
Tau
Kappa
Epsilon.
Although it looks as if Sig Ep
will defend their title, TKE is
the defending softball champ
and remains the lone threat
to Si~ Ep In their quest for

another
champiOnship.

Intramural

Sig Ep and TKE finished
one-two In last year's final
standings and were expected
to be among the leaders
again this year. However, Pi
Kappa Alpha and Beta
Sigma Psi finished eighth
and tenth respectively In last
year's
standings
yet
currently follow TKE In the
overall standings.
Bowling was held last
weekend and RHA claimed

MISSOURI MINER
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first place. Chuck Godfrey,
Cliff Klein, Paul Janke and
Randy Forchee joined Gregg
Clavenna on the winning
team. Clavenna took high
honors with a 604 series to
pace RHA's 25'n series total.
Bob Harper had a 592
series to lead MIlA East to a
second place finish.
Archery was held last
Thursday on the Intramural
fields. Lambda Chi Alpha
won the team. title while Pi

KA took second.
Jeff Stephens and Charles
Pellegrino of Lambda Chi
Alpha scored 198 points in
the doubles competition to
claim first place, just ahead
of Pi KA's Jim Gaddy and
Bruce McCoy.
Wesley's David Hixon
scored 90 points to edge
Mark Rode of MIlA-West by
one point for first place in
singles.
.
Handball was completed
last week also. Kappa Sigma
won the team tltie while Sig
Ep took second.
RHA's Jim Gambill won
the singles competition and
Kappa Sig's Bob Hoffmann
took second.
Double's play was won by
Sig Ep's Chris Philipp and
Ed Wagner while Kappa Sig
took second once again with
Joe Feldmann and Tom
Hoffman.
Horseshoes and Badminton action continue this
week. The overall standings
are shown below.

Men's Intramural StancIingII .

SigEp
PiKA
BetaSig
PhiKap

2046.5
1963.5
1817.5
1798.5
1748

DeltaSig
AEPi
SigTau
ABS
MIlA-West

KappaSig
RHA
SigNu
Campus
TJHA

1741.5
1719.5
1673.5
1652.5
1548

CCH
Acacia

Triangle
Wesley
Tech Eng
KA

1448 Theta Xi
1431.5 Delta Tau
1409.5 APhiA
1399 CSA
1394.5 . ISA

SigPi
MIlA-East·
Lambda Chi

1367.5
1346.5
1295.5

TKE

GDI

Men's Intramural Softball

ROTC

Newman
BSU

Pi Kappa Phi
FELA

1240.5
1155.5
1141.5

950
917
897
857
830
763.5
736

731
719.5
522.5
450
377.5

258.5 .
210

(photos by Bee)
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Baseball team
drops two
By DAN BROWN
Last week was a rough one
for the UMR baseball team.
The Miners dropped two
games at Central Missouri
State; IH) and 8-3. And
Tuesday they were pounded
by
Southwest
Missouri
State ; 9-0 and 12-2. The
MIners' biggest problem has
been the lack of hitting. In
the past four games they
have had only sixteen hits
and five runs.

l2Io.s
liS5.s
litl.S
!150

917

Tom Murphy and Rick
Fuerman have accounted for
six of the MIners' hits. Both
have reached first safely
three times In twelve at bats.
And Murphy has driven in
two of the five runs. The rest
of the hitters appear to be
struggling In an early season

Alex Pizza Palace
122 W. 8th Street Rolla
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

-SANDWICHES -SALADS -SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH

For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas
364-2669 or 364 9878
m

start to bang out hits and
things will start to fall in
place! The first game of the
double-header will begin at
1: 00 on the UMR field.

Division n

Division I

AWS
Newman
Stardusters

-

The UMR baseball team
has had a rocky start.
Hopefully tomorrow against
Lindenwood their bats will

Women's Sottball StandIng/I
As of Thursday, Mardi 29

Women'slM
(photos by Stanf"l8ld)

slump.
The pitching has not
looked all that good either.
But then again, the Miners
have committed thirteen
errors In four games. Of the
forty runs scored against
UMR, only twenty-four were
earned. Of course that still
leaves the pitching staff with
a 9.64 earned run average.
Lately the best looking
pitcher has been reliever
Roland St. John. In two relief
appearances. Roland has not
allowed a run In 2 2-3 innings.

H
H)

2-1

ChI-0
WHA

().1

Wesley

6-2

1-1

KD
TJHA
'£fA

2-0
2-0

ABS

6-1
6-2
6-2

DofN
GDI

Get in Gear for the
Softball Season
with equipment from the Key Sport Shop
Complete line of gloves:
-Mizuno -Rawling -MacGregor -Cooper

-Bombats -Worth -Dove Carroll

Softball Shoes:
-Pony -Brooks -Nike -Spot-bilt

Softball in stock . New synthetic Bluedot

Discount on Team Uniforms & Supplies

H)
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Women's tennis team drops two
By DOUG MOSLEY
The UMR women's tennis
team dropped two matches
during the past week. On
Thursday, they lost to
Western Illinois Unlversity,
9-0. The UMR team won only
t~elve games In the six
smgles and three doubles
matches they played. Sheila
McDonnell came the closest
of any to winning a set, as
she won thr~ games In the
second set of a (}'6, 3-6 loss to
WIU's Sue Legatowicz.

defeated Meremac's Judy
Cook, 6-3, (Hi, 6-2, In the
number one singles match.
Sheila Courtway also won
her match in straight sets
over Jamie Strller and Julie
Viessman defeated Elaine
Miller for the third match
viCtory for the Miners.
Their next home match is
Friday, Aprll 3 versus
Evangel College at 2:00.
Following are the results for
their two recent matches.

Bean (WIU) def. Courtway
(UMR) 6-1, 6-1

Singles
PiaU (uMR) def.
(MER) 6-3, (Hi, 6-1

Gabriel
(WIU)
def.
Viessman (uMR) '6-1,6-1

Herman (MER) def. McDonnell (UMR) 6-1, 3-6, 6-1

Maloney (WIU) def. Cummings (UMR) 6-1,6-0
Doubles
Brummett-Dean (WIU) def.
Platt-Viessman (uMR) 6-1,
6-0

Singles
Brummett (WIU) def. Platt
(uMR ) 6-1, 6-1

Legatowicz-Vilchuck (WIU)
def.
McDonnell-Courtway
(UMR) 6-0, 6-0

Legatowicz
(WIU ) def.
McDonnell (UMR ) 6-0, 6-3

Maloney-Morel
(WIU)
def.
Roberson-Cummings

Three more prep football
players have announced
their intention to attend the
University of Missouri-Rolla
next fall , according to head
coach Charlie Finley.
Two St. Louis-area players
and one from Kansas City
comprise the trio, bringing
the number of grants signed
this year to eight.
Heading the list is Robert
Allen Supplee II, a 6-1, 185pound quarterback from
Kansas City (St. Mary's
High School) . The new Miner
has good speed and
quickness and may be tried
out at several positions.
" He is a good quarterback,
but can also do the job at

defensive back and wide
receiver," Finley said.
Supplee has 4.7-second
speed in the 4(}.yard dash.
Also
Bobby
pound
House
thwest

signing a grant was
Parker, a 5-11, 180running back from
Springs, Mo. (NorHigh School) .

" Bobby has 4.5 speed in
the 40, making him one of the
fastest players in the St.
Louis area," Finley said.
"He also will be looked at for
wide receiver and defensive
back, because ~hat fine
speed will allow him to be
useful at a variety of
positions. "
Rounding out the trio is
George Stock, a 6-2, 21(}'
pound defensive end from St.
Louis <DeSmet High School) .

NOW I ! The Time To Buy!
Buy Now!! Pay When On Job
(on the spot financing thru GMAC)

81 Olds Cutlass Supreme
As low as

$7895 00 Delivered
81 Buick Skylark Cpe
4 cylinder--4 speed
As low as

$ 6595 00

Delivered

81 Jeep CJ-5 or CJ-7

$600 00

Factory Discount

BUY NOW & SAVE

Schweiss Motor Co" Inc.
Olds-Buick-AMC JeepRenault
599 Hwy . 63 South
Open8to7

Rollo . MO
Sot.tiI14P .M .

Cook

M. Gomez (MER) def.
Roberson (uMR) 6-3, 6-2
Viessman (uMR) def. Miller
(MER) 7-6,2-6, 6-4
Gomez (MER) def.
Cummings (UMR) 6-2,6-0
I.

More gridders sign
OPIRELEASE

Striler (MER) 6-4, 6-3

Vilchuck
(WIU)
def.
Roberson (UMR) 6-0, 6-0

VS. WESTERN ILLINOIS
On Tuesday, UMR hosted
a match with Meremac
Community College. The two
teams were tied, 3-3, after
the singles matches, but lost
all three doubles to take a 6-3
defeat. UMR's Lorna Platt

VS. MEREMAC

" George played both ways
in high school and has enjoyed the benefits of a fine
prep program, so we look for
him to be a sound football
player," Finley noted.
Finley said the coaching
staff expects more players to
sign grants in the upcoming
weeks.
"We are happy with the
way things are going," the
head coach said. "Now we
just have to wait and see if
some of the other players we
have talked to will be joining

us."

Courtway

(UMR)

def.

Coo
Doubles
k-Herman (MER) del.
Platt-Vlessman (UMR) &-4,
~t~ M Go
MER
:i f er- a;urt m~~
(~MR) 6-4 7_~ay
I Go
Smith (MER
~f mez
-"' ...n~lft.2
Robe7~~~~'u"""
(uMR)3-6

-Sue

I

'

,

Tennismenwinopener
By DOUG MOSLEY
The UMR men's tennis
team won their season
opener against Central Bible
College, 8-1 , and lost their
second match of the season
versus Southwest Missouri
State, 9-0.
In their first match, UMR
won each match except for
their number one doubles
match. CBC didn't place a
team for the number three

doubles, so UMR won by
forfeit.
Mark Renchant, a senlor
from Belleville, Illinois, and
the numbE:.r om! singles
player, turned in the best
performances of the day as
he defeated Mark Pollinger
of Central Bible College, 6-3,
5-7, 6-4. UMR tennis coach
Paul
McNally
later
remarked, "It was a very,
very even match. It was just
fun to watch. We'll see that

kid (Pollinger) at least tWO I
more times."
In a late report, UMR was
overwhelmed by SMS, 9-0.
UMR was handicapped to
start with the absence of top
singles player Mark Den·
chant, who had a prior
commitment.
UMR's next match is
today at Southeast MissoUri
State. Their next home
match is April 1,
Lindenwood College.

Women's softball
stands at .500
By DOUG MOSLEY
The UMR women's softball team opened their 1981
season by droppUlg a
doubleheader
to
the
Uni versity of Missouri-8t.
Louis and sweeping a
doubleheader from HarrisStowe College.
In the season opener,
UMSL's Kim Nickum fired a
no-hitter as they defeated
UMR by a 24-3 score. The
Miner's Leta Judd took the
loss.

The Miners are coming off
a 1980 season that saw them
finish with a perfect HH) ' In the second game, Sue
record. Their 13-game Dorsey pitched a three-hitter
winning streak is currently as UMSL took the second
the longest in the nation.
game, 24-3, and swept the

doubleheader. Susan Appelbaum took the loss for the
Miners.
The Miners swept a
doubleheader from HarrisStowe College last Saturday
at Harris-Stowe. Deanne
Lock hit an RBI single in
the bottom of the sixth inning
to win the game, 5-4. Leta
Judd picked up the win as
she struck out eight and
walked four. Lynn Gossett
was the loser for HarrIsStowe. Anita Tikey hit a solo
homer for the Miners.

scored all their runs on
errors Ul the . second and
fourth innings. Carol Combs
took the loss for HarrisStowe.
The Miners now stand at 22 overall, 2~ versus Division
II competition, (UMSL is a
Division II team) . Head
coach Sarah Preston ' feels
that the Miners most glaring
problem at this time Is
hitting. As a team, UMR II
hitting a paltry . ISO. But stll/:
she feels that, "We're ahead
of where we were last year. n

In the second game, Susan
Appelbaum struck out ten
and walked five to lead the
Miners to a 5-2 victory. UMR

The Miners' next home
game is Sunday at 12:00
versus Elmhurst College 01
Chicago.

Ray Gill makes
All-American
By DAVE JONES

On the days of March 1921, the NCAA held its annual
Division II Championships.
UMR sent eight partiCipants
to the contests. They were
Phil Dancer, Ed Krygier,
Paul Stricker, and Mike
Shive in the 400 Medley
Relay ; Don Foster, Mike
Shive, Steve Wathing, and
Joe Pericich in the 800 Free
.Relay'; and Ray Gill on the
one and three meter boards.

Both relays swam quite well,
but were unable to make the
finals. Ray Gill, who
qualified for Division I
competition, needed to finish
in the top four to go on since
UMR is a Division II school.
Unfortunately, Gill finished
lIth on one meter and 8th on
three meter. These finishes
made him an All-American
on both boards, the_ first
one UMR has
haa.
Congratulations go to all
partiCipants.
'

The
IIWuppets"
are
•
coming
1202 N . Bishop

Rolla

so

